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Greening CORE Colorado’s 2009 Sustainable Opportunities Summit

Walking the Talk at a  
Global Business Conference

A Green Convene Strategies Customer Case Study



According to the United States  

Environmental Protection  

Agency, in a 3-day conference, 

an average of 20 lbs. of trash  

per day per participant is  

produced. That’s almost 5 

times more than we produce  

at home.

The Client: Connected Organizations for Responsible Economy (CORE Colorado) 
CORE Colorado is the Rocky Mountain region’s oldest and largest business association dedicated 

to the promotion of more environmentally and socially responsible business practices across 

the global economy. CORE is also the regional leader in supporting and training companies in 

economically viable eco-strategies and best practices. 

The City of Denver and the Deming Center for Entrepreneurship at the Leeds School of Business, 

University of Colorado, joined with CORE in hosting the Fourth Annual Sustainable Opportunities 

Summit March 17-19, 2009 at the Colorado Convention Center. Thought leaders from business, 

government and academia around the world presented the latest thinking in how to turn the 

global sustainability challenges before us into economic opportunities.

The Challenge: Green Event Planning, Priorities and Processes  
A global conference of any size entails detailed planning for location, registration, lodging, 

meals and a plethora of event logistics. In addition to making the details as perfect as possible, 

CORE wanted to ensure that its sustainability conference was as green as possible. That meant 

paying close attention to details for green practices at the convention center where sessions 

and exhibits would take place, green initiatives at the hotel that attendees would be staying in,  

assessing the event’s food and beverage carbon footprint, making sustainability a requirement 

for exhibitors, greening the registration process, and ensuring that recyclable and compostable 

waste would be diverted from landfill. 

CORE had powerful motivations for making the Sustainable Opportunities Summit a sustainable 

event. As an association focused on educating business, academia, government and the public 

about best practices for sustainability, greening the event was not just the right thing to do, but 

also an opportunity to set an example and show its constituents sustainability in action.

The Solution: Partnering with a Green Meetings Strategist 
For a small non-profit association like CORE, taking on those details with limited resources was 

a tall order. To meet its goal of producing a successful summit, modeling sustainable business 

best practices and keeping the registration fee as low as possible, the organization needed to 

green the Summit at no extra cost. That’s why executive director Graham Russell decided to 

partner with a management company that specializes in managing and implementing green 

events. “As the region’s oldest business association dedicated to the promotion of environmentally 

and socially responsible business practices, CORE Colorado is committed to successfully 

greening our annual Sustainable Opportunities Summit,” says Russell. CORE turned to Green 

Convene Strategies for a strategic approach that would enable the right green practices to 

make a positive impact, while keeping the event on track to hit financial and logistics objectives. 

Introduction

Over 650 people attended CORE Colorado’s 2009 Sustainable Opportunities Summit to hear sustainability 

and business experts from around the globe advance real solutions for creating a more sustainable and 

responsible global economy. To walk the talk about being sustainable, CORE wanted to implement green 

event best practices to reduce carbon emissions and for conservation of natural resources. Working with 

Green Convene Strategies, the organization set goals for diverting conference waste from the landfill,  

facilitated energy saving tactics, made green menu choices and chose suppliers with green initiatives.
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Tradeshows are notorious for producing large volumes of trash: signage that gets produced and 

used once; massive quantities of print materials and promotional products; left-over samples that 

are less expensive to discard than ship home; food and beverage containers; leftover food and 

more. Green Convene Strategies worked with each of their suppliers to secure more sustainable, 

earth friendly event materials like recycled paper name badges, reusable signage, china and 

glass for meal service, and compostable plates and flatware for desserts and snack breaks in  

the exhibit hall. Most importantly, Green Convene Strategies enrolled exhibitors with a targeted 

communications campaign to build commitment and ensure collaboration in sustainability efforts 

at the summit.

Another area with abundant green potential for any event is food and beverage. Green Convene 

Strategies and the catering company collaborated months out from the Summit, weighing  

different menu items and food and beverage details for opportunities to reduce the carbon  

footprint and waste generated at meals and breaks. Ideally, food and beverage would be organic 

and sourced locally; because the food supply chain is so complex, this is not always the best 

solution in practice. Local sourcing may not yield the smallest possible carbon footprint; organic 

is often unavailable or more expensive; meat items represent both environmental and ethical 

concerns. The “best” answer comes from considering the expense, quality and carbon-footprint 

benefit of all options: local vs. non-local, organic vs. non-organic; vegetarian vs. non-vegetarian. 

Leveraging a Greener Venue 
The Colorado Convention Center has the largest solar rooftop panel array of any single  

building in Colorado, and has numerous energy and water savings initiatives in place. And,  

an experienced team is ready onsite to help event managers realize green meetings goals.  

Sustainable Programs Manager Lindsay Smith, in collaboration with Gavin Fukumoto (the 

convention center’s conference services manager assigned to the CORE event), went to extra 

lengths to ensure that convention center staff was appropriately trained to separate waste and 

redirect it to appropriate containers. Smith also ensured that the necessary equipment to weigh 

and document the compostables and recyclables diverted from landfill was provided.

The convention center also provided ample waste stations stocked with separate bins for  

separating recyclables, compostables and landfill waste, making it simple and convenient  

for attendees to pre-sort items. CORE’s volunteers generously committed their time, taking  

alternating shifts at waste stations, to guide guests to deposit waste into the appropriate bins. 

In addition, Smith also coordinated the back of the house, ensuring that any food waste was 

diverted to compost receptacles. Green Convene Strategies also assembled a small volunteer 

team of Waste Diversion Managers to manage, weigh and document the hundreds of pounds  

of recyclables and compostables diverted from the landfill.

“We are committed to helping 

our clients host conferences 

that consider economics and 

the environment. From the 

start of the planning phase  

of CORE’s summit, we worked 

with Green Convene Strategies 

to set goals for waste diversion. 

Together, we came up with a 

plan to manage and measure 

results that worked.”

Lindsay Smith,  

Sustainability Programs Manager  

Colorado Convention Center and

President - Green Meeting Industry 

Council / Colorado Chapter

Why Compost?  

When biodegradable materials like paper products, food scraps and yard trimmings 

go into a landfill, they cannot biodegrade normally; they must decompose without 

oxygen, in an anaerobic process, that releases methane. Composting, in contrast, 

allows organic material to be broken down by microorganisms in the presence  

of oxygen to a point where compost can be safely stored, handled and applied as 

a natural fertilizer for gardening and farming. According to EcoCycle, a recycler 

based in Boulder, Colorado, landfills in the United States emit the greenhouse  

gas equivalent of 20 percent of United States coal-fired power plants every year.
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The Results: Green Meeting Best Practices Add Value While Reducing Costs 

CORE Colorado saved money and maintained a lower carbon impact by eliminating paper  

mailings – they delivered event invitations, follow-up communications and post-event evaluations 

electronically. The event program guide was designed to be as small as possible, and printed on 

recycled paper with vegetable-based ink. Even more trees were saved by eliminating presentation 

handouts; all presentations were made available after the summit on the CORE Colorado website.

        Name badge inserts were printed on recycled paper with ink from recycled ink cartridges.  

           Attendees were encouraged to return their badges at convenient gathering stations – over  

             70 percent were recovered, and the paper inserts were diverted to recycling.

             The meals were both carbon-positive and tasty; the focus was on fresh, simple, tasty  

              offerings, with emphasis on more fruits and vegetables and less meat. One vegetarian  

                attendee commented on the quality of food served, remarking that it was well-prepared  

                and delicious, and even vegans would have no problem finding plenty of good nutrition  

             at the Summit.  

Hundreds of pounds of compostables and recyclables were successfully diverted from the  

landfill. The recyclable material will live again in another form, while the compostable material will 

not create more methane, but be used instead as a natural fertilizer to help grow food and trees.

At the closing of the exhibit hall, exhibitors left barely a trace. The campaign to encourage them 

to leave as little behind as possible was a great success, and made the break-down fast, simple 

and less expensive. Exhibitors left behind only empty cardboard boxes, which were gathered with 

the intention of being recycled. However, one exhibitor was getting ready to move the following 

weekend and needed moving materials, so he retrieved the boxes and took them home for further 

use, instead of spending time and money buying new boxes.

Green Convene Strategies helped CORE Colorado produce a greener Sustainable Opportunities 

Summit at no additional cost. The goodwill created with attendees, presenters, exhibitors,  

sponsors and the local community is inestimable. 

The Future: A Sustainable Model for Greening CORE Colorado Events 

At first glance, greening meetings and events appears like simple common sense and good  

business practice. Still, many believe that sustainability is a “nice to have” that comes at an  

added expense. Incorporating green practices into meetings, conferences, conventions and 

events helps ensures that investments of time, resources and budget are maximized. The process 

of greening meetings and events is not without a cost, yet when approached strategically, the  

cost of implementing green meeting best practices is more than offset by the savings generated 

in other areas – creating a net gain overall.

 “This is a collaborative effort, and good communication is key,” says Victoria Stephens, principal 

of Green Convene Strategies. “Working with Green Convene Strategies meant that we did it  

without green washing and with documented results – and, we met our financial goals for the 

event. We now have a baseline from which to improve next year’s conference,” says Russell.

Waste Diversion at  

CORE 2009 Summit

Goal: 80% diversion 

Recycled 360 pounds

Composted 880 pounds

Results

66% diversion rate
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